10 reasons to choose a
Neher insect screen.

Better living.
With insect screens from Neher.

01. Enjoy your home more

Open windows and doors to let in fresh air –
without the insects!

02. Wide choice and individual protection
Precision-fit, made-to-measure insect screens
with over 300 variants.

03. Eco-friendly and durable

Certified products for years of protection
against insects – without chemicals.

04. Safe and user-friendly

Incredibly simple to use, easy to remove.

05. Easy-care and easy-clean

Hard-wearing, easy-clean materials for a long lifetime.

06. Innovative and proven effectiveness
Advanced, patented insect protection that
has proved itself in millions of homes.

Insect protection from Neher –
the right choice.

Life can be so beautiful.
Enjoy it.

Neher, with its butterfly symbol, has been manufacturing
high-quality, eco-friendly insect screens for over
30 years. The Neher system is recognised as the leading
name in made-to-measure insect protection in Germany.
As a Neher partner, we supply precision-fit, made-tomeasure frames for your doors and windows to keep out
unwelcome visitors.

People love bright, airy rooms because light and air are so
good for our wellbeing. But you don‘t want to welcome
unwanted visitors into your home. The best way to keep pests
like flies and mosquitoes at bay is with an insect screen,
made to your specific measurements. It will give you a good
night‘s sleep with open windows, fresh air and the
reassurance of knowing that you have made the best choice
for your family‘s health and wellbeing.

When it comes to insect protection, only the best will do.
Contact us today for a non-binding consultation.

Neher insect screens are available in many different variants
to suit any situation, from simple stentering frames to
multi-leaf sliding screens and even light well covers, and
with different types of mesh.

07. Timeless design

Unobtrusive, elegant and top-quality.

08. Expert service

Individual advice and expert installation by trained fitters.

09. Value for money

Efficient production and logistics mean competitive prices.

10. Quality from the market leader

Neher is Germany‘s no. 1 in made-to-measure insect screens.

Germany‘s no. 1 for insect protection.

Germany‘s no. 1 for insect protection.

More air and light
for added comfort.
After years of research, Neher has developed a unique insect mesh
called Transpatec. Above all it is characterised by a particularly clear
transparency and can hardly be seen from the inside as well as from
the outside. The innovative mesh structure also guarantees a greatly
improved air permeability. Transpatec is durable, weather-resistant
and tear-proof.
And because of the way it combines practicality with modern design,
the new Transpatec insect screen was awarded some of the world´s
most prestigious design and innovation accolades.





Standard mesh

Transpatec

The Transpatec mesh from Neher uses superfine high-tech
fibres and patented weave technology. Compared with
conventional insect meshes there are decisive advantages:
considerably more light transmittance and a brilliant transparency.



The Neher system can be used with a range of different meshes,
including Transpatec, the pollen mesh Polltec and special meshes
for many different requirements.

Stentering frames

Swing doors

Safe and easy to handle, and can
usually be installed without drilling.
Can be used almost anywhere,
robust and unobtrusive.

Easy and convenient even when
both hands are full. Swings open
easily in both directions.
Automatic closing, quiet and robust.

Hinged frames
for doors and windows

Roller screens
for windows and doors

Swings open easily both inwards
or outwards. Durable and suitable
for small spaces.

Insect protection only if
really needed. Modern design,
durable functionality.
Ideal even for roof windows.

Pleated screens

Sliding systems

User-friendly, robust and modern,
with no obstacles. No swing area,
fits neatly away in box when not
in use.

Sturdy, ideal for large apertures,
allow multi-leaf systems to slide
to one side, low installation
depth makes them very versatile.

Light well covers

Special features

Secure, robust and durable.
Special versions available for wooden
decking, with rainproofing and for
installation flush with the ground.

All colours, formats and variants
are available. We can even supply
solutions for timbered houses, brick
façades and doors with pet flaps.

